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Name:                                

Stage 1:  

Key Performance Indicators:       Demonstrated 
(tick and date) 

Student shows a reflex response eg blinks at a bright light, is startled by a sudden noise 

or touch.  
 

Student remains passive or shows no observable response to light or sound sources. 

Student shows tolerance to repeated stimuli (light, sound, images, and tactile stimuli with 

full physical prompting eg stills when specific sound is played, tactile stimuli offered, e.g. 

battery-operated toy.  

 

Student shows response by simple reflex action to light, tactile or sound source eg eyes 

widen, withdraws hands.  
 

Student shows resistance or negative response to sensory stimuli, light or sound vibration 

eg withdraws hand from resource. Student closes eyes in response to sound source or 

grimaces.  

 

Student shows a response to an image, sound, light source or tactile source by change in 

body position, facial expressions eg accesses vibrating mat and responds to stop/start of 

stimuli by observable response. 

 

Student shows an increased tolerance to a repeated sensory stimulus. Student maintains 

contact in response to sound/image/touch.  
 

Student stills in response to a sound source, image or tactile stimuli eg, stills when 

familiar voice or sound is heard, when played on a communication aid.  
 

Student observes stimulus, activity, or image for brief periods eg, makes searching 

movements when familiar auditory, tactile or visual stimuli are activated within approx 

45cm range.  

 

Student reacts spontaneously to a familiar sound, image or tactile stimuli eg, smiles, 

vocalises, changes body posture.  
 

Student gives a more controlled reaction to a familiar activity, sound, image or tactile 

stimuli eg may smile and turn towards presented stimuli. They show recognition and signs 

of pleasure when specific visual, auditory or tactile stimuli are presented on 

communication aid  or screen. 
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ICT Stage 2: 

Key Performance Indicators:       Demonstrated 

(tick and date) 

Student engages in shared exploration of an object, image, or tactile stimulus eg, co-

actively explores fibre optics, or interactive whiteboard.  

 

Student tolerates active exploration, eg uses switches with adult support to activate a 

variety of sensory stimuli.  

 

Student shows awareness of an immediate change of activity eg, whilst engaged in one 

activity, student demonstrates awareness when new/different one is presented.  

 

Student interacts with objects or switches by reaching or clawing and raking them. 

Student begins to show signs of anticipating action when he/she has become familiar with 

the activity eg, becomes animated when stimuli such as tape recorder, lighting source, 

food processor or fan  is repeatedly activated, 

 

Student begins to demonstrate consistent responses to stimuli. He/ She locates and 

follows a familiar object/image/sound eg demonstrates sensory attention to familiar 

stimuli by locating fan, bubble tube, fibre optics for brief period.  

 

Student recognises familiar stimulus when presented via access device eg presses switch 

and shows they recognise music, image via facial expression, vocalisation, and continued or 

repeated action. 

 

Student co-operates when sharing objects during give and take activities with supported 

participation from a partner eg, will, with a verbal/physical prompt, create sounds using 

sound making devices. 

 

Student may repeat an activity many times eg, intentionally activates a switch to elicit a 

repeated sound/activity. 

 

Student communicates simple choices eg, uses two access devices to choose between two 

stimuli, sounds, image or texture. 

 

Student begins to investigate actions and reactions, of sound and movement sources eg, 

activates a switch to elicit a sound, musical or movement source. 
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ICT 

Stage 3 :                  

Key Performance Indicators:       Demonstrated 
(tick and date) 

Student begins to communicate intentionally by using ICT equipment to seek attention eg 

uses a communication device with minimal support, to offer greeting to adult or child;  

responds to simple question using ICT eg clicker grid/ touch monitor, What is today? 

 

Student uses ICT and/ communication aid to make a request or indicate a choice, or seek 

attention eg, uses communication aid to request an object, to get a response from an 

adult or to make a choice between two or more activities eg using switches.  

 

Student remembers a learned response and reacts to it appropriately eg, recognises a 

piece of music to signify pack up time and reacts appropriately.  

 

Student explores materials in increasingly complex way eg, stops activating switch when 

task is complete, such as when a train or toy racing car is stopped at a specific point. 

Student participates in shared activity for short periods. He/ She can with occasional 

prompt, move bee bops via a switch, taking turns working with a partner.  

 

Student can observe the results of their own actions eg, uses access device to activate a 

toy, followed by consistent response, excited vocalisation or clapping hands.  

 

Student communicates spontaneously and intentionally eg, uses a voice/ communication aid 

to gain attention. - uses a voice/ communication aid to participate in a song/ activity.  

 

Student greets known people via voice/ communication aid eg, uses communication aid to 

say hello to adult.  

 

Student remembers learned responses over a longer period of time eg, remembers how to 

activate a touch screen or more complex switch following a demonstration by an adult.  

 

Student begins to anticipate events from sounds/visual cues demonstrating an emerging 

response to objects of reference eg, recognises sound on communication aid or a visual 

cue to represent activity such as swimming, music, sensory room.  Student applies 

potential solutions to problems eg, requests item using aid following a visual/auditory cue, 

ie asks for biscuit after seeing the packet.  

 

Student shares and explores an activity with another person for extended period eg, 

uses communication aid to participate in a song/story/activity to produce sound effects 

at appropriate point. 
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Stage 4 :                  

Key Performance Indicators:       Demonstrated 
(tick and date) 

Student can intentionally communicate meaning by selecting objects/images from a 

screen, interactive white board eg, selects appropriate image to achieve action, sound or 

response.  

 

Student can produce a predictable result eg, is able to match a sound to an image or 

sound to read representational object.  

 

Student demonstrates that they have an emerging awareness of how ICT can be used to 

control their environment eg, uses dimmer switch to control set of lights.  

 

Student chooses an appropriate switch to achieve a known outcome on screen or device 

by selecting appropriate switch or control eg, accesses an electronic book.  

 

Student uses switch devices to move through electronic talking book.   

 

Student uses ICT to control an object or event eg, uses a joystick or mouse to play, or 

control a device such as an electric wheelchair,  game, or wii.  

 

 

Stage 5 :                  

Performance Indicators:       Demonstrated 
(tick and date) 

Student can operate a simple computer program to select images as they appear on the 

screen eg, uses simple graphic program to choose picture to represent favourite food.  

 

Student can, with support, use control/access device such as, joystick, mouse, or 

whiteboard to produce effects eg, uses an interactive whiteboard to access & open 

selected music clips.  

 

Student makes connections between devices and information on screen eg, uses 

interactive whiteboard to access specific program information such as moving on pages in 

a Clicker  presentation  

 

Student can link shapes, symbols and characters to communicate meaning eg, matches 

pictures and symbols using Clicker or uses a simple music-making program to compose a 

score or notes on a whiteboard /touch screen.  

 

Student picks out shapes, symbols or characters eg selects images of photos of peers as 

they appear on screen or interactive white board.  
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Stage 6 :                  

Key Performance Indicators:       Demonstrated 
(tick and date) 

Student uses ICT to interact with other students eg uses alternative communication aid 

to ask a simple question. 
 

Student uses ICT to select and group objects, letters or images eg, sorts two groups of 

objects on screen according to given criteria such as items used in the kitchen and items 

used in the garden.  

 

Student can, with help, save work on the computer, which can then be retrieved eg, saves 

sound recording, which can be played back later.  

 

Student can, with help, retrieve their work from a computer eg, retrieves stored file, 

which may be sound, text, video, image, animation, etc. from source.  

 

Student controls an ICT device independently eg, turns on/ off a tape recorder, video, 

CD player, or TV.; can photocopy a single sheet,   

 

 

Stage 7 :                  

Key Performance Indicators:       Demonstrated 
(tick and date) 

Student can recognise that information can be presented in different ways eg, can 

identify sources of information. ‘We get music from ...’, ‘we see movies on ...’, ‘we see 

words on ...’  

 

Student can use ICT to communicate information using a variety of format eg uses 

pictures to record information about his/herself/others such as eye colour, boy/girl, hair 

colour or may use pictures to record their likes/dislikes or may type some words to name 

objects relating to a specific theme.  

 

Student can, with help, use appropriate resources to undertake a specific activity eg, He/ 

She indicates that to write a shopping list they would use a symbol-writing program, or 

use a painting program (2paint) to paint a representational image.  

 

Student can with help choose appropriate equipment to undertake specific tasks eg, 

identifies when it would be appropriate to use a printer, digital camera or copier to 

collect and display their work.  

 

Student can with help, gather information and save /retrieve it from disk eg, uses voice 

activated tape player to record short message to replay later or take a digital photo, save 

to file and retrieve later for a document. 
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Stage 8:  

Key Performance Indicators:       Demonstrated 

(tick and date) 

Student can begin to use ICT to communicate and present ideas eg, records a story, 

song on tape for replaying to others at a later date;  uses a digital camera to record 

different objects made from same material,  which is retrieved at a later date and 

entered into a basic poster.  

 

Student can begin to extend their capacity to manipulate software eg, with help, selects 

appropriate software function for a specific purpose ie selects resize photo in 2Photo 

 

Student can use ICT to present their ideas eg, sequences a series of pictures, such as a 

series of digital pictures about making a cup of tea or snack.  

 

Student can manipulate software devices eg, scans DVD/CD/Media file to find specific 

scene.  

 

Student can communicate about their use of ICT eg, is able to identify and communicate 

what ICT resources they could use to record an image/sound.  

 

 

Stage 9 :                  

Key Performance Indicators:       Demonstrated 
(tick and date) 

Student can explore information presented in different forms eg is able to identify and 

discuss events shown in digital images/ photographs; is able to discuss information 

presented in simple bar graph 

 

Student can recognise that pictures, images, text and symbols carry meaning and can use 

them in  appropriate situations eg, selects signs and images such as ‘no entry, exit, wear a 

helmet’ to create safety poster or to label school features .  

 

Student can communicate their knowledge of ICT equipment and simple words or symbols 

associated with using the equipment eg name basic computer parts, basic icon functions. 

 

Student can use ICT to work with text, images or sound eg, can format a digital picture, 

can create headings using different colors/ fonts, can  produce a simple text document 

 

Student can communicate about their use of ICT eg, describes how they used the ICT 

materials such as a digital camera or scanner for a specific purpose.  

 

 

Stage 10:  

Key Performance Indicators:       Demonstrated 

(tick and date) 

Student can use ICT to send and classify information eg, prepares a sequence of 

images/symbols to use as a timetable of events in school. 

 

Student can save their work into personal/room file eg, locate and open a personal folder 

to save their work. 

 

Student can suggest which software they could you use to present collected information 

eg 2 graph to show class eye color, 2Publish to present information on a theme. 

 

Student can use ICT control devices outside of school eg validate transport ticket, 

activate automatic door in a lift using a touch pad 

 

Student can with help use different input devices to record sounds or events eg, is able 

to describe in simple terms the content of a series of digital photos they have taken, is 

able to describe in simple terms what will happen in a video clip they have taken before it 

is shown. 
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Overall achievement in ICT 

Date   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


